ABSTRACT Recently, correlation filter-based tracking algorithms have attracted much attention for its high efficiency and robustness. However, achieving fast and accurate scale estimation remains a challenging problem. Most existing scale estimation approaches are inefficient and time-consuming. Besides, these existing trackers perform poorly when the object is under fast motion and partial occlusion due to limited searching area. In this paper, an independent scale filter is proposed to estimate the scale of an object, and the dimensionality reduction strategy is used to reduce computational cost. In addition, a local search strategy is proposed to expand the searching area of the tracker, which can effectively solve the problem caused by fast motion and occlusion. Extensive experiments have been conducted on three large-scale benchmarks, and it is shown that our proposed tracker outperforms the most state-of-the-art trackers. It achieves an average precision score of 87.2%, and an average success score of 65.2% on the object tracking benchmark-2013 benchmark. Moreover, our proposed tracker can run at a speed of nearly 80 frames/s on a single CPU, exceeding most competitive trackers by several times.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ISUAL object tracking is a popular research topic in computer vision for its numerous applications, such as intelligent vehicles, human-machine interface and surveillance [1] - [3] . In general, its task is to estimate the trajectory of an object throughout a video sequence given the location of the object in the first frame. Although this problem has been investigated for several decades, it is still a challenging problem due to the following two reasons. First, since the actual object information is only given in the first frame, it is difficult to construct a robust and discriminative appearance model at the initial stage of tracking. Besides, the error produced in tracking process would gradually accumulate and propagate, resulting in poor performance in long-term tracking. Second, the object under tracking can be anything and may undergo various types of appearance change such as occlusion, deformation, fast motion and aspect ratio changes.
Remarkable progress has been achieved in visual tracking in recent years, as reflected in the performance improvement on the annual Visual Object Tracking (VOT) challenges [4] , [5] . Among these tracking algorithms, correlation filters (CF) based trackers [6] - [19] have attracted much attention due to its high efficiency and robustness. The success of CF based trackers can be attributed to its implicit use of numerous synthetic samples for model training, which achieves both fast training and detection using the circulant structure and convolution theory. Although these methods have achieved impressive performance on several benchmarks, there still exists three underlying issues which severely hamper the tracking performance. First, these trackers cannot successfully handle large scale variations. Existing scale estimation approaches usually perform an exhaustive scale searching at multiple resolutions [16] , leading to a heavy computational burden to the tracker, which severely limits the tracking speed. Second, these trackers may frequently face challenges when the object under tracking undergoes fast motion and partial occlusion due to the inherent limited searching area. Third, since these trackers do not consider the reliability of the extracted training samples and use a fixed learning rate to update the tracking model, the tracking model is vulnerable and sensitive.
In this paper, we address these aforementioned problems by several aspects. We first construct an independent lowdimensional scale filter to estimate the scale changes of the tracking object. Besides, a dimensionality reduction technique is also used to maintain the efficiency. To solve the problem caused by fast motion and occlusion, we also propose a local search strategy to significantly expand the search area of the tracker and refine the estimated location. Finally, we utilize a Gaussian function to adaptively control the model updating rate, which can protect the model from being corrupted under occlusion and other distractors.
The major contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a low-dimensional scale filter based on feature projection, which can effectively reduce the computational cost without sacrificing the tracking performance.
• A local search strategy is proposed to examine the output and refine the estimated location, and the robustness and the long-term tracking ability of the tracker has been greatly strengthened.
• Extensive experiments have been conducted on three large-scale benchmarks, including Object Tracking Benchmark (OTB) [20] , Temple Color-128 benchmark (TC-128) [21] and UAV123@10fps benchmark [22] . Experimental results have demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed trackers as compared to the state-of-the-art trackers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the most relevant work, Section III provides a detailed description about our proposed tracker, Section IV shows the experimental results of our proposed tracker and its comparison to the state-of-the-art trackers. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we mainly focus on these methods closely related to our work. i.e., correlation filters and CF based trackers. For comprehensive review, we refer the readers to [4] , [5] , [20] , [23] .
A. CORRELATION FILTERS
Correlation filters have been widely used for feature detection and matching in signal processing. For these methods, a filter is learned to produce a specific response when correlating with a set of signals. According to the convolution theory, the convolution operation (with a computation complexity of O(D 3 + ND 2 ) ) in spatial domain can be converted into an operation with complexity of O(NDlogD) in the frequency domain, where D is the signal length, and N is the number of signals. For its simplicity and high efficiency, correlation filters have been frequently used in the area of computer vision, such as object detection [24] , face recognition [25] and classification [26] . Recently, CF based trackers have introduced a deep impact to the visual tracking community. Since the first application of correlation filters in visual tracking [14] , a great number of CF based trackers have been proposed [7] , [8] , [10] - [13] , [16] , [17] , [27] .
B. CORRELATION FILTERS BASED TRACKERS
Most existing CF based trackers are proposed to address the issues of feature representation, part-based tracking, scale and rotation adaption, long-term tracking and target response design.
1) FEATURE REPRESENTATION
As demonstrated in [28] , feature extractor is the most important component in a tracking system. An appropriate feature representation can dramatically improve the overall performance of a tracker. Therefore, it is an increasingly hot topic on integrating more robust and discriminative features to CF based trackers. Several widely used features in CF based trackers include: grayscale [7] , [14] , Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [11] , and color-names [6] , [29] . Besides, complementary features are also incorporated to strengthen the robustness and discriminability of a tracker [10] , [16] , [30] , [31] . To maintain high efficiency, Danelljan et al. [6] extended the Circulant Structure Kernel (CSK) tracker with color attributes, and proposed an adaptive dimension reduction methods to reduce the feature dimensionality.
2) SCALE AND ROTATION ADAPTION
Since a fixed template size is used in the conventional CF based trackers, they are not adaptive to object scale variations. To address this problem, Li and Zhu [16] used a mutiresolution search strategy to achieve scale adaption, Danelljan et al. [8] developed a Discriminative Scale Space Tracker (DSST) to directly learn the object scale variations by training an individual correlation filters on a scale pyramid. Huang et al. [32] integrated a class-agnostic detection proposal strategy to achieve adaptiveness to object scale and aspect ratio changes. Zhang et al. [33] demonstrated that exhaustive template searching in joint space can be well modeled by a block-circulant matrix, and proposed a correlation filter based tracker in the joint spatial and scale space to achieve scale adaptation.
3) PART-BASED TRACKING
Inspired by the success of part based strategies in visual tracking, Liu et al. [34] developed a part-based tracker with multiple correlation filters and combined all part feature maps into a Bayesian framework to achieve real-time and reliable tracking. In addition, Liu et al. [35] proposed a Structural Correlation Filter (SCF) to exploit part-based strategy and preserve object spatial layout structure using spatial constrains. SCF is demonstrated to be highly robust to partial occlusion. Lukežič et al. [36] proposed a new class of deformable part trackers based on correlation filters, which perform well in non-rigid object tracking.
4) LONG-TERM TRACKING
To prevent the tracking model from being corrupted and achieve long-term tracking, Ma et al. [12] augmented VOLUME 5, 2017 a complementary random fern classifier to re-detect objects in case of tracking failure. Hong et al. [13] proposed a MUlti-Store Tracker (MUSTer), which uses a short-term store and a long-term store to reduce drifting and to stabilize the tracker under extreme cases (e.g. fully occlusion). Danelljan et al. [37] proposed a learning formulation to jointly optimize model parameters and sample weights. Zhu et al. [27] proposed a Collaborative Correlation Tracker (CCT) by developing an additional filter for detection, which can effectively reduce model drifting and location error caused by long-term occlusion.
5) TARGET RESPONSE DESIGN
The target response in traditional CF based trackers is assumed to follow an isotropic Gaussian distribution, and is shown to be far from practice. In order to design more realistic target response, Bibi et al. [38] used the correlation scores at sampled translations to regularize the object response and to jointly optimize both the filter and the response. Sui et al. [39] exploited the anisotropy of filter response and proposed three sparsity related loss function to address overfitting.
III. THE PROPOSED TRACKER
In this section, we first present the tracking pipeline of our proposed tracker in Fig. 1 , and then give a brief introduction to the baseline tracker of our work. Further, we give a full description to the components used in our proposed tracker, including low-dimensional scale filter, local search strategy and adaptive model updating.
A. TRACKING PIPELINE
In the tracking process, our tracker first extracts three complementary features to construct a robust appearance model, and then utilize DCF to obtain a coarse position. Further, our tracker examines the output response map to determine the reliability of the calculated results. If abnormality is detected in response map, the local search strategy is used to further refine the estimated location. Once the accurate location is obtained, multi-scale samples are cropped around the predicted location, and feature projection is used to reduce the dimensionality of the features of scale samples. Finally, the object scale is estimated by our proposed scale filter.
B. THE BASELINE DCF TRACKER
Dual Correlation Filter (DCF) is a representative and widely used tracker in CF based tracker family. During training, a base image patch x with M ×N pixels is first extracted, and cyclic shifting is used to produce a number of synthetic training samples x m,n , (m, n) {0, . . . , M −1}×{0, . . . , N −1}. Then, a correlation filter w is trained by solving the following ridge regression problem:
where φ stands for the mapping from original space to another space, y m,n denotes the regression labels typically generated by a Gaussian function, λ is a regularization parameter. The training goal is to learn an optimal filter coefficient w to minimize the error between the filtered training samples and the regression labels. For DCF tracker, the filter is trained in the dual space, hence solving w is equivalent to solving the dual variable solution α, that is:
The solution of the dual form is given by [40] :
where K denotes the kernel matrix. Since the kernel used in DCF is permutation invariant, matrix K is therefore circulant, we can then use the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to diagonalize the matrix K and calculate the coefficient α efficiently [11] :
where
x c ),x c denotes the DFT of extracted features,x * c stands for the complex conjugation ofx c , y is a M ×N label matrix. The training process is completed once the coefficient α is obtained. During detection, the centre of the searching area is supposed to the last predicted position, and the filter is applied to evaluate the correlation between the latest model and the candidate patches cropped at different locations. The location with the maximum kernel correlation response is considered as the new object position. To efficiently measure the response over all candidate patches, the kernel matrix is also diagonalized and the response of candidate patch z can be calculated as:
where k xz is the kernel cross-correlation. Since this filter is trained in the dual space while the kernel still maintains linear, an satisfactory tracking performance can be achieved with high speed [11] . Considering its simplicity and high efficiency, DCF is used as a basis for our tracker. Since the DCF tracker allows multiple features integration to enhance the tracking performance, we combine the HOG features with color names and intensity to strengthen the robustness of the tracker, which is similar to SAMF. [16] .
C. LOW-DIMENSIONAL SCALE FILTER
An intuitive approach to estimate the scale of the object is to directly use a pre-trained classifier to search the optimal scale at multiple resolutions, or to construct a 3-dimensional space to exhaustively searching for the object location and scale. However, these approaches will inevitably introduce a heavy computational cost, therefore, they are not suitable for real-time tracking. Different from these approaches, we use an individual scale filter to learn the scale changes of the object. Specifically, a scale correlation filter is trained by minimizing the sum-squared error of the correlation output with the desired output g, the objective function is defined as:
where h l scale denotes the l-th channel of the filter, f denotes the extracted features of the training sample, h l scale and f l are d-dimensional vectors, ⊗ stands for correlation, g is the desired correlation output. The training samples are obtained by multi-scale sampling around the predicted location. Specifically, if the object size in current frame is M ×N , the number of scales is set to S, then S image patches (i.e., training samples) are cropped around the estimated location, the size of image patches is given by
, . . .
, here a is the scale factor. Equation 6 defines a linear least square problem, it can be solved by transforming the calculation to frequency domain using the Parseval's formula:
where F denotes the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of f , G stands for the complex conjugation of G. For efficiency, we adopt an approximate way to update H l t , i.e., we separately update the numerator l t and denominator t with a new sample f t as:
where µ is the learning rate of a scale filter. Since the multiplications and divisions in Eq. 7 can be calculated pointwisely, the major computational cost of the training process comes from FFT. Consequently, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the feature dimensionality of training samples. Specifically, we can use the learned appearance template u t,scale to construct ad × d projection matrix P u t,scale , which projects the features from the original space (with d dimension) to a low dimensional (withd dimension) subspace by minimizing the reconstruction error of the appearance template:
To obtain the optimal P u t,scale , a common practice is to compute the auto-correlation matrix and perform eigenvalue decomposition:
The eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum eigenvalues are the rows of P u t,scale . For the scale filter, the learned appearance template u t,scale (n) ∈ R d and the number of elements is equal to the number of scales S. Since S (set to 17 in this paper) is much smaller than the feature dimensionality d( 1000), the rank of the auto-correlation matrix C t is less than or equal to S, i.e., (13) Then, the scale filter can be updated by the lowdimensional sampleF t = F(f t,scale ) and the low-dimensional appearance templateŨ t = F(ũ t,scale ), i.e.,
During detection, we also use multi-scale sampling to crop several image patches as candidates, and apply the scale filter to correlate with these patches. The scale is estimated by finding the maximum correlation response:
Since the auto-correlation matrix C t has a dimensionality of d×d, it is time-consuming and inconvenience to directly apply eigenvalue decomposition to C t . Therefore, we obtain the projection matrices P u t,scale and P f t,scale based on the QR-factorization of u t,scale and u f ,scale , without explicitly constructing the auto-correlation matrix C t .
D. LOCAL SEARCH STRATEGY
Due to the limited search area, the DCF tracker faces great challenges when the object is under fast motion or partial occlusion. To solve this problem, we propose a local search strategy to explicitly expand the search area of the tracker. That is, several image patches are cropped as candidates, and these candidates are correlated with the tracking model to find the most possible location. However, directly expanding the search area in each frame is time-consuming and unnecessary. Therefore, we determine whether to activate the local search strategy by examining the reliability of the output response map. If abnormality is detected in the response map, the object may under fast motion or partial occlusion in this frame, we then refine the estimated location of the tracker. Specifically, if the Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) s(X) is smaller than a threshold T 1 or the peak value of the response map is smaller than a threshold T 2 , the local search strategy is used to refine the location. The PSR is defined as:
where X denotes an image patch and R(X) is the corresponding response map calculated in this patch, stands for the sidelobe which is the rest of pixels excluding the central region around the peak, µ and σ denote the mean and deviation of the sidelobe, respectively. In this paper, the central region is set as 15% of the response map area, T 1 is set to 10 and T 2 is set to 0.2. Considering the continuity between frames, the object is supposed to be close to the last predicted position. Consequently, we set the last predicted position (x 0 , y 0 ) as the center, and search the circular area around the center to find the most possible position. To maintain high computational efficiency, a step-wise searching approach is used, that is:
where T and θ respectively denote the distance step and angle step, i ranges from [1, P] and P = R d T , R d is the radius of the circle, it is determined by the target size and the peak value in response map, j ranges from [1, Q] and Q = 2π θ . Finally, P×Q patches around the previous calculated location are extracted. We then calculate the correlation score (i.e., response map) between the appearance model and each extracted patch using FFT, the patch with the largest peak value is considered as the correct patch, and its location is considered as the newly predicted position. In this paper, P and Q are set to 6 and 8, respectively.
E. ADAPTIVE MODEL UPDATING
Although the local search strategy can refine the location and correct the estimated error, the output response map can be abnormal if the object is under severe occlusion. In this case, the tracking model should be prevented from being corrupted by deteriorated training samples (i.e., the blocks). However, most CF based trackers use a fixed model updating rate during tracking without considering this particular situation. In our tracker, the model updating rate is controlled by a penalty factor η, which is adaptively adjusted by the change of the output response map. Here, η is defined as:
where η init is the initially determined model updating rate, µ is set to 0.3 and σ is set to 16 in our work. Then our correlation filter is updated as follow:
where x is the appearance model, α is the filter coefficient, γ is the initial model updating rate.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the detailed experimental results and analyses. We first present the implementation details, evaluation methodology and the datasets used in our experiments in Sec. IV-A. We then perform extensive experiments on three large-scale datasets, i.e, OTB [20] , Temple-Color [21] , and UAV123@10fps [22] . We also provide both qualitative and quantitative experimental results of our proposed tracker and other state-of-the-art trackers in Sec. IV-B. Finally, to distinguish the contribution of each component in our proposed tracker, we perform a component analysis in Sec. IV-C. 
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Our tracker was implemented in MATLAB and all experiments were conducted on a PC with a 3.2GHz Intel Core I5 CPU and a 8GB RAM. Table 1 shows the parameter setting of our tracker, these parameters used in our proposed tracker were fixed for all experiments.
2) EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Following the OTB dataset [20] , the precision rate and success rate are used as evaluation metrics in our experiments. The precision rate is calculated as the percentage of tracking frames with Center Location Errors (CLE) less than 20 pixels. Here, CLE is defined as the Euclidean distance between the estimated and the ground-truth positions. The success rate is defined as the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the success plot. Here, the success plot is obtained by computing the overlap ratio between estimated and ground-truth bounding boxes under different thresholds. The overlap ratio is calculated as S =
Area(R t ∩R g )
Area(R t ∪R g ) , where R t is the estimated bounding box and R g is the corresponding ground-truth bounding box. ∪ and ∩ denote the intersection and union of two regions, respectively.
3) DATASETS
We performed comprehensive experiments on the OTB (with 100 sequences), UAV123@10fps (with 123 sequences) and Temple-Color (with 128 sequences) datasets. OTB (including OTB-2013 and OTB-2015) is the most commonly used dataset in literature, and it consists of 100 challenging sequences annotated with 11 different attributes, including illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV), background clutter (BC) and low resolution (LR). The UAV123@10fps dataset contains 123 video sequences captured from a low-altitude UAV perspective. Compared to the OTB dataset, the sequences in the UAV123@10fps dataset have more diversity and nuisances, e.g., several video sequences with aspect ratio changes, camera motion and viewpoint changes are included in this dataset. Besides, the sequences in this dataset are downsampled to 10 fps. Different from the OTB dataset, all of the 128 sequences in the Temple-Color dataset contain color information, and this dataset can be used to test the tracking performance on color sequences.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE OTB DATASETS
In this section, we report the experimental results achieved on the OTB-2013 (with 51 sequences) and OTB-2015 datasets (with 100 sequences). 
a: EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON THE OTB-2013 DATASET
First, we present the experimental results achieved by our proposed tracker and other 43 state-of-the-art trackers on the OTB-2013 dataset, including 29 traditional trackers presented in [23] and 13 CF based trackers, such as CNT [6] , DSST [8] , KCF [11] , LCT [12] , MUSTer [13] , RPT [15] , SAMF [16] , SRDCF [17] , Staple [18] , SAMF_AT [38] , DeepSRDCF [41] , DCF and MEEM [42] . The average precision rates and success rates are reported in Fig. 2 . It is clear that almost all of the top 12 trackers in performance are CF based trackers except the MEEM tracker. The MUSTer tracker obtains the second best performance with an average precision score of 86.5% and a success score of 64.1%. Our proposed tracker achieves the best performance with an average precision score of 87.2% and an average success score of 65.2%. Compared to the baseline DCF tracker, both the average precision rate and success rate of our proposed tracker are improved by 14.4%.
b: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE OTB-2015 DATASET
The experimental results on the OTB-2015 dataset are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the SRDCF tracker achieves the fourth place in precision rate and the third place in success rate, since this tracker introduces a spatial regularization VOLUME 5, 2017 TABLE 2. The precision rate achieved by top 11 trackers on the OTB-2015 dataset under different attributes. The best, second best and third best results are shown in red, blue and green, respectively. The first column gives the abbreviations of 11 attributes, each number in parentheses stand for the number of videos corresponding to a specific attribute in the OTB-2015 dataset. component to penalize the coefficients residing in the background region, the correlation filters can learn from a larger searching area and the inherent boundary effects can be effectively alleviated. The DeepSRDCF tracker is based on SRDCF, but uses more discriminative and robust convolution features. DeepSRDCF achieves the best performance, its precision rate and success rate are improved by 6.3% and 3.7% compared to SRDCF, respectively. This also demonstrates that using convolution features properly can dramatically improve the tracking performance. However, this tracker can only runs at a speed of 0.2 fps due to its sophisticated structure and complex calculation, which severely limits its application in real-time scenarios. Our proposed tracker obtains the second best performance in both precision rate and success rate, it achieves an average precision score of 83.3% and a success score of 61.4%. Besides, our proposed tracker can runs at a very high speed (i.e., 68.8 fps). It is faster than other top 3 trackers by several times and is obviously more suitable for real-time applications, e.g., in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV).
c: ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS
To further validate the performance of our proposed tracker under different challenges, we also conducted an attribute analysis on OTB-2015. The tracking performance of our proposed trackers and 10 state-of-the-art trackers under different attributes is shown in Tables 2 and 3 . (Note that, the DeepSRDCF tracker is not included due to its extremely low speed.) It can be seen that, in terms of precision rate, our proposed tracker achieves the best performance in almost all attributes except for deformation (ranks third), motion blur (ranks second) and out-of-view (ranks second). Besides, the performance of our tracker has been improved by a large margin in occlusion (78.9% vs 65.1%) and fast motion (79.9% vs 62.9%) as compared to the standard KCF, this is mainly due to the use of local search strategy, which can dramatically expand the searching area when abnormal response map is detected, e.g., under fast motion and occlusion. In terms of success rate, our proposed tracker ranks the first place under 7 attributes and second place under 3 attributes. Since the low-dimensional scale filter is augmented in our tracker, the performance of our tracker under scale variations has been improved by 17.3% as compared to the standard KCF. Besides, our tracker also performs very well under in-plane-rotation, it obtains a success rates of 59.0% and is better than the second tracker by 3.3%.
d: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
To explicitly compare the performance of our proposed tracker with other state-of-the-art trackers, we directly show the tracking bounding boxes produced by our tracker and four state-of-the-art trackers on several key frames of 10 representative sequences in Fig. 4 . Besides, a comparison between the corresponding CLE results on these sequences is also presented in Fig. 5 . It can be clearly seen that, the sequences in BlurBody, BlurOwl and Couple have dramatic camera shaking, they are low in quality and have strong motion blur. Consequently, all of these trackers are prone to drifting and have a high CLE, except for our tracker. Similarly, the main challenges in DragonBaby are fast motion and dramatic appearance change, only our tracker can successfully track the object with a relatively low CLE. The good VOLUME 5, 2017 performance is attributed to the use of local search strategy. Specifically, the searching area of the tracker is no longer fixed and limited, it can be adaptively adjusted according to the output response map. In the Human2, Human5 and Human7 sequences, the objects under tracking have significant scale variations and sometimes have partial occlusion. Although DSST, SAMF and MUSTer have the scale estimation component, only our proposed low-dimensional scale filter can be robust to the scale variations of objects. Our tracker achieves satisfactory performance with a relative low CLE. In the Kitesurf sequences, the object under tracking undergoes occlusion and severe out-of-plane rotation, only our proposed tracker is able to track the object.
2) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE TEMPLE-COLOR DATASET
To further validate the effectiveness of our proposed tracker, we also conducted experiments on the Temple-Color dataset. Due to the limited available results reported on the Temple-Color dataset, we only compared our tracker with 9 well-known trackers, as shown in Fig. 6 . Different from the OTB dataset, the number of sequences in Temple-Color is increased to 128 and all of these sequences are color sequences. From Fig. 6 we can see that, the SRDCF tracker outperforms the MUSTer tracker and ranks the second place. Since multiple complementary features have been integrated to our tracker, the constructed appearance model of our tracker is robust and achieves superior generalization performance. Consequently, our proposed tracker obtains the best performance on the Temple-Color dataset. Compared to baseline DCF, our tracker has been improved by 12.6% in precision rate and 11.5% in success rate.
3) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE UAV123@10FPS DATASET
Compared to the aforementioned two datasets, the sequences in UAV123@10fps have been downsampled to 10 fps, i.e., the movement of an object in each two consecutive frames is larger than that in the OTB and Temple-Color datasets. Consequently, it is more difficult to achieve promising performance on this dataset. It can be seen from Fig. 7 , the performance of each tracker has been significantly decreased as compared to that achieved on the other two datasets. Since the multi-expert tracking framework used in MEEM can effectively correct model drifting, MEEM obtain the best performance with a precision rate of 58.4%. Our tracker ranks third place in precision rate and second in success rate, it is respectively improved by 15.5% and 14% in precision rate and success rate as compared to the baseline DCF tracker.
C. COMPONENT ANALYSIS
To distinguish the contribution of each component used in our tracker, we also perform component analysis in this section. Specifically, we implemented four trackers based on the DCF tracker by separately integrating multiple features (namely, DCF_MF), multiple features with the low-dimensional scale filter (namely, DCF_MF_SF), and multiple features with the local search strategy (namely, DCF_MF_LS). From Fig. 8 we can see that, the performance of DCF_MF has only a slight improvement as compared to the baseline DCF despite multiple features have been integrated. The major contribution to the improvement of precision rate comes from the local search component, which improves the DCF_MF tracker by 8.4%. Low-dimensional scale filter is the most effective component for the improvement of success rate, the performance of DCF_MF_SF is better than DCF_MF by 5.6%.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an independent scale filter to estimate the scale changes of an object, and utilize the PCA method to reduce the feature dimensionality. Besides, an effective local search strategy is proposed to solve the problem caused by fast motion and occlusion, and the model updating rate is adaptively controlled according to the reliability of output response. Extensive experiments have been conducted on three large-scale datasets, both qualitative and quantitative results show that our method achieves promising tracking performance with a very high speed. 
